1. Let M n be a compact, oriented, connected, ^-dimensional differential manifold with dM (boundary M) homeomorphic to the n-1 sphere 5 W~"X . Then dM represents an element [dM] of r n~l , the group of differential structures (up to equivalence) on 5 n~1 . We consider the (much studied) problem of expressing [dM] in terms of "computable" invariants of M.
Let 7T n -i be the n -1 stem, Jo: 7r»(BSO)-»7r w -i the classical J-homomorphism, and ir^x the cokernel of Jb. In [S], a map P: T"" 1 -***-* was defined (see below). We will define an invariant A(M) which is a subset of w' n "x (and often consists of a single element).
The main theorem states: P[dM]EA(M).
In a strong sense, the definition of A(M) involves only homotopy theory. Moreover 
) (here we assume k is large, although the remark has a nonstable analogue).
REMARK 3. Proposition 1 can be generalized to the case in which T(a) is not necessarily reducible. One then has a statement about the difference of the attaching maps in the two Thorn complexes. 
depends on the particular vector bundle extension p* of PM\ A(J>*), however, does not. We may therefore define:
where p* is any vector bundle on M * extending PM. 
We give some applications of Theorem 1 (M is always as in §1)
. DEFINITION. A manifold M is of type m with respect to (X, /3) if X is a CW-complex with m cells in positive dimensions, /3 is a vector bundle over X, and there is a map ƒ: M-*X with f* (fi) stably isomorphic to VM.
We consider here manifolds of type one. This class of manifolds is certainly wide enough to be of geometric interest. For example, the following are of type one (with respect to 5*' and some j3£E7r,-(BSO)).
( 
We wish to compute A(M) in terms of $p(M).

THEOREM 2. Let M n be of type one with respect to (S*, j3), |8&r<(BSO). Suppose the composition xyÇ~$$(M), where yÇzT n~-i(S p ) t xÇ-Tp(S*) 9 i<p<n -l; and suppose x*(f3)~0. Then (i) The Toda bracket (Jo(j3), Sp(x), S(y) ) is defined. (ii) ±A(M)Cq(Jo(0),S l3 (x),S(y)).
EXPLANATION. Here S: T n -i(S p )~->7r n -i-p is the suspension map; Sfii {xCzw p (S i ):x*(fi) -0} ->ir p -i is a certain "twisted* suspension map, which we will not define here. REMARK (4)) with J(z)=c. Consider the 9-manifold M(gi, £2) with giGTs(SO (5) ) stably equal to y and g%=z.
By Lemma 1, J(z) =c&$ y (M). By Theorem 3, [dM]^0.
2. There is a wEn(SO (4)) with /(w)»«i (4) oax (7) [9, p. 178]. Consider the 11-manifold M(gi, g%) with giG7r 8 (SO (7)) stably equal to y and g2 
